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In today’s competitive market place, manufacturing companies must apply continuous process improvement in order to maintain
a returning customer base. One way of achieving constant process improvement is through value stream mapping. Value stream
mapping is used to visualize the current processes for easier understanding and problem identification. A well-defined problem
statement will ensure a successful outcome of a project improvement process. This research provides a case study performed on
a rope manufacturing process. A current state value stream map is created, and the possible improvements are suggested. The
implemented results are shown in the formof future statemap.The results show that, after waste elimination and structural revision,
a manufacturing process becomes more efficient, enabling the customer to receive an order significantly faster.

1. Introduction

In order to compete in the current markets, manufacturing
companies need to review and continuously improve their
manufacturing systems. The concept of Lean manufacturing
[1] is to eliminate waste in the production that does not create
value for the products or customers. The implementation of
Lean requires management to grasp the current processes
so that problems and opportunities for improvement can
be identified. Poor implementation or partial vision of the
situation may lead to an unsuccessful Lean journey.

The problem statement in this research of Lean manu-
facturing is for management to establish a visualized tool
showing the current process of rope manufacturing. Steps
for Lean implementation must be determined from a well-
defined process map in order to estimate the improvement
after implementation. In this situation, value stream map-
ping (VSM) is utilized as a Lean methodology to redesign
manufacturing systems. The objective is to develop a VSM
as a methodology for Lean implementation in the rope
manufacturing industry. The methodology is carried out and
examined in a case study of a 12-strand rope production cell.
In this case study, the problems are defined and a suggested
solution is developed.

Lean manufacturing is one of the most well-known
process development methodologies. It focuses on delivering

value to the customer through the elimination of waste.
Ideally, inmanufacturing processes, products are supposed to
be produced efficiently and with high quality and reliability.
In reality, manufacturing processes always contain waste,
which becomes the opportunity for process improvement
[2]. Seven types of waste can be considered in a Lean man-
ufacturing process. The types of waste are overproduction,
waiting, unnecessary motion, extra processing, inventory,
extra movement of employees and equipment, and defects
[3]. While eliminating waste from a manufacturing process
is an important step in Lean manufacturing, focusing only
on waste elimination may cause the value flow to come to
a halt since only one small part of the value stream is taken
into consideration. Therefore, improvement goals should be
applied to the whole flow.

Themethod VSM is used to visually represent the current
and future states in the process of planning Lean. VSM
represents the material and information flow of a process.
Considered in the VSM are both value-added and non-
value-added actions. Value-added activity is any action that
increases the market form or function of the product or
service. A non-value-added activity is any action which does
not add market form or function or is not necessary [4].

VSM is divided into five phases. These phases are a
selection of a product family, current state mapping, future
state mapping, definition of a work plan, and achievement of
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the work plan [5]. By methodically applying the five phases
to a process, all non-value-added activities can be identified
and eliminated from the current process.The revised process
will then be represented in the future state map. This future
state map will offer a visual representation of the process with
the non-value-added activities removed, resulting in shorter
wait times and more efficient process flow. Due to the speed
in which a VSM can identify waste in a process, it is an
important first step toward achieving a Lean process [6].

Thematerial and information flow inVSMhelps visualize
the overall manufacturing material flow instead of single
or isolated operation, how operations currently communi-
cate with production control and with each other, problem
areas, waste sources, locate in-process inventory, and provide
a common language for all manufacturing personnel [7].
Rother and Shook [5] affirm that the value stream is an
essential tool for these reasons:

(i) VSM visualizes multiple processes, including the
overall flow.

(ii) Waste and source of waste are identified.
(iii) VSM serves as a blueprint for Lean implementation.
(iv) VSMshows linkage between the information flow and

material flow.
(v) VSM ties Lean concepts and techniques together.
(vi) VSM functions as both quantitative tools and qualita-

tive tools.

The research performed by Serrano et al. [8, 9] shows that
a value streammap developedwithin a Lean paradigmhelped
practitioners redesign production systems. These authors
also state that other methodologies, methods, and tools
are potentially applicable to the redesign of manufacturing
systems. They are as follows:

(i) Process mapping or flow charts
(ii) Structured systems such as IDEFO (Icam DEFinition

Zero) and SADT (Structured Analysis and Design
Technique)

(iii) Architectural systems such as CIMOSA (Open Sys-
tem Architecture for CIM) and PERA (Purdue Enter-
prise Reference Architecture) (Williams 1998)

(iv) Modeling and simulation software

The conclusion reached in previous research indicates
that the other methods do not fulfill the same framework,
conditions, objectives, level, or degree of completion of
manufacturing system design as the VSM. Although the
material and information software seem to be promising
in redesigning manufacturing systems, the software training
cost and the amount of learning time needed negate a
reasonable manufacturing process implementation.

2. Case Study

The methodology of VSM is developed based on the phases
of application stated by Rother and Shook [5]. The first phase

of this methodology is the selection of a product family. For
this case study, the company selected was the manufacturer
of Quantum 12 rope. Quantum 12 was selected because the
process for production involves all the processes found in
a rope manufacturing facility, while other types of ropes do
not involve all processes. In other words, all machines and
processes present in themanufacturing facility are used in the
manufacture of Quantum 12 rope.

Quantum 12 is a light-weight, high-strength, floating rope
that is preferred for its ability to grip on a capstan. The DPX
yarn used in Quantum 12 provides superior abrasion and
cut resistance as well as a higher coefficient of friction than
similar high performance ropes. The added green Samthane
coating provides excellent visibility and additional abrasion
resistance. Quantum 12 rope hasmany applications including
wire replacement, winch lines, offshore pick-up lines, and rig
tow lines.

2.1. Current State Map. A current state map was created
using information acquired for each process in the rope
manufacturing. The current state map includes all steps in
the process starting from receiving the customer order until
the finished product is shipped. Data concerning operation
time, material flow, information flow, and inventory were
recorded. The current state map in Figure 1 has been further
divided into two parts: (1) receiving order and (2) production
processes. It is noted that various steps involved significant
waiting time.

2.1.1. Receiving Order. A description of each activity involved
in the information flow is identified and discussed below:

(1) Receiving customer order: customer service receives
an order from the customer, processes order, and
passes the order information to the initial production
scheduler. The processing time is approximately 30
minutes.

(2) Initial production scheduling: the initial production
scheduler waits 7 days to collect all orders received
that week and makes a weekly production schedule
and purchasing list. It takes approximately 120 min-
utes to process. The purchasing list is submitted to
the purchasing department. The time it takes for the
purchasing department to receive the purchasing list
from customer service is 7 days.

(3) Delivery of raw materials: once the materials are
purchased, it takes 14 days for the raw materials to be
delivered from the supplier.

(4) Weekly production schedule: once the raw materials
arrive, the rope supervisor creates the weekly produc-
tion schedule.The processing time is approximately 2
hours.The rawmaterial arriving this week will be put
in process the following week.

(5) Shift scheduling: the rope supervisor assigns schedule
to the shift supervisor. This process takes about 10
minutes.

(6) Assigning process work: the shift supervisor assigns
work to the twisting, stranding, braiding, and splicing
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Figure 1: Current state map.

processes. The estimated time to assign each process
is 5 minutes.

2.1.2. Production Processes. A description of each activity
involved in the production flow is identified and discussed
below:

(1) Setting up the twisting process: raw material (fiber)
stays in the warehouse for 1 week before being used in
the twisting process. It takes about 4 minutes to move
all the material from the warehouse to the processing
cell.

(2) Twisting process: the fiber is twisted into yarn. It takes
almost 1 day to twist the fiber into yarn.

(3) The packages of yarn will be used in the stranding
process.

(4) Braiding process: the strand is braided the day after it
is made.

(5) Baking, splicing, and packaging processes: after rope
is braided, it will be put in the oven, spliced, and
packaged.
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Figure 2: Value stream map current state for receiving order.

Table 1: Current state data for receiving order.

Activity Processing time
(minutes)

Waiting time
(days) Possible improvement

Customer service 30 0
Initial production
scheduler: weekly 120 7 Eliminate redundant

scheduler
Raw material delivery 0 14 Safety stock
Large rope supervisor:
schedule weekly 120 7 Schedule work daily

Large rope supervisor:
work assignment daily 10 0

Shift leader 20 0 Revising setup sheet
Total 300 28

(6) Shipping: the packaged rope will be placed in a
warehouse by the shipping department warehouse.
The finished product stays in the warehouse about 2
days before being shipped to the customer.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the numerical data of current value
stream map for each of the two processes discussed above.
A review of the process indicates that the receiving order

part has a greater potential for saving. A VSM using standard
notations for this part is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Future StateMap. Areviewof the current statemapusing
Lean principles resulted in a number of modifications to the
current process. The future state map including revisions to
improve the process is shown in Figure 3. A VSM using
standard notations for receiving order is shown in Figure 4.
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Table 2: Current state data for production processes.

Department Processing time
(hours)

Waiting time
and non-value-
added time
(hours)

Material handling
time (minutes) Possible improvement

Warehouse 0 168 4
Twisting 19.6 26.81 3
Stranding 5.5 26.12 2
Braiding 6.3 2.02 3.5 Revise plant layout
Oven 36.0 0.25 3
Splicing and packaging 1.3 0.83 4.5
Shipping 0.0 48 0
Total value-added time 69 hours
Material handling time 20 minutes
Production lead time 8 days
Receiving order: shipping 36 days
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Type/Size

Figure 5: Setup sheet for twisting department—current state.

A description of the modifications is listed below.

(1) Safety Stock. The current state map (Figure 1) shows
that production delay can be avoided by ordering the raw
materials needed when customer places order. It takes about
2 weeks for raw material to be delivered. Having a week’s
worth of safety stock (since purchasing is done weekly) will
eliminate 2 weeks of waiting time for the raw materials.
Having a safety stock will allow raw material to be ready for
use the same week an order is made, saving seven days by
eliminating the need to schedule on a weekly basis. We have

also considered inventory rankingmethods suggested by Ben
Hmida et al. [10] to focus on the key inventory items.

(2) Eliminating Redundant Scheduler. The initial scheduler
performs a similar function as the rope supervisor. If the
initial scheduler was removed, there would be a reduction of
7 days of waiting time. Changing the information structure,
along with adding a safety stock, will also cut the time it
takes in order to be put into production from 28 days to 1
day. The drawback of this change is that the rope supervisor
will have to be in charge of making weekly purchasing list in
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PRODUCTION SET-UP SHEET 12 STRAND

DATE:
04-16-
08 PRODUCT DPX 12 STRAND Orange

DIA: 2 CUSTOMER Job # 401
Spec 
Date

08-10-
06

SPECS: DIA: 2 LUBE WT
LAY: 12.4 DRY WT 93.2
MIN 
Y/S OTHER

INSIDE: NUMBER 
DESCRIPTION 3 - 25,600 DENIER SK-75 DYNEEA
1ST COVER: 

2ND COVER: 10 - 25,600 DENIER 
SK-75 DYNEEA
7-25,600 DENIER SK-75 DYNEEA Coat

OUTSIDE: 7 - 30,000 DPX Coat
DPX should be alternating with SK75 on outside of twister pattern

FORMER: T-88 LAYER:
1088/1
2

INSIDE 
TUBE:

DIE/TUB
E:

OUTSIDE 
TUBE:

Tension 
25% .48
2 GEARS: W1-41 W2-36

GEAR/PULLE
Y PRETWIST 100%

ROPE 
LAY same 12.40

STRAND 
LAY: 7-23 METER READING
METER 
READING: 116
MARKERS:
COMMENTS: New Coating Chart
Recipe # 72

Run MR Check weight of tubes before and 
after first bobbin to insure correct 
meter reading2000 2320

min max
Spec. wt 1835 1994
Bob. wt 153 166

(

)

(

)

(

)

Need four 100ft units Oal 5 EEE (act 122ft each)

POS 2 = Both gears are the

GF = 1.09

Figure 6: Setup sheet for stranding, braiding, and splicing—current state.

addition to previous responsibilities assigned in the current
state. Scheduling systems such as Ben Hmida et al. [11] are
also considered to improve our production scheduling.

(3) Revising Setup Sheet. The current state map (Figure 1)
shows that the rope supervisor must assign work to the
shift leader every day for 10 minutes. The shift leader then
has to go to each department to assign work. The shift
leader spends approximately 5 minutes in each department
(twisting, stranding, braiding, and splicing) resulting in a
total of 20 minutes. There is no work assigning time for the
oven since the rope supervisor sets the machine.

By creating a setup sheet that contains all the information
and notices needed by all departments, the shift leader elim-
inates the need to brief each department separately on their
duties. The rope supervisor can assign duties directly to the

twisting department, and all other departments downstream
will receive the information on the setup sheet when it is
passed to the next process with the finished product. This
change can save up to 25 minutes every day. The current
setup sheet for twisting department is shown in Figure 5 and
for other departments in Figure 6. Figures 7 and 8 provide a
revised setup sheet which contains all the information for all
departments.

(4) Revising Plant Layout. Revising the plant layout can
eliminate material handling time of the current state map (as
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1). The current plant layout and
the revised plant layout are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

The changes to the plant layout are as follows:
(1) The raw material has been moved from the cur-

rent location in the corner of the warehouse to the
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PRODUCTION SET-UP SHEET 12 STRAND

DATE: PRODUCT DPX 12 STRAND Color Orange

DIA: 2 CUSTOMER Job # 
Spec 
Date

08-
10-06

SPLICING
BRAIDER
SPECS: DIA: 2 LUBE WT

LAY: 12.4 DRY WT 93.2
MIN Y/S OTHER

MACHINE SETUP

DIE/TUBE:
ROPE 
LAY 12.4

GEARS: W1-41 W2-36
METER 
READING

are the same 12.40
GF = 
1.09

STRANDER T-88 CREEL/REEVE
INSIDE: NUMBER DESCRIPTION 3 - 25,600 DENIER SK-75 DYNEEA
1ST COVER:

2ND COVER:

10 - 25,600 
DENIER SK-75 
DYNEEA
7-25,600 DENIER SK-75 DYNEEA Coat

OUTSIDE: 7 - 30,000 DPX Coat
NOTENOTE DPX should be alternating with SK75 on outside of twister pattern

MACHINE SETUP

INSIDE TUBE:
STRAND 
LAY: 7-23

OUTSIDE 
TUBE: Tension 25% .482

METER 
READING
: 116

GEAR/PULLE
Y PRETWIST 100%

Recipe # 
72

NOTE Check weight of tubes before and after first bobbin to 
insure correct meter reading 2000 2320

min max
Spec. wt 1835 1994
Bob. wt 153 166

Need one 2000ft
unis Oal 5 EEE

(

)

(

)

(

)

1088/12

POS 2 = Both gears

MRRun

Figure 7: Setup sheet for all departments—future state.

COMMENTS: ChartCoatingNew
TWISTER

Total footage 2000
No tubes Footage Type Size Twist 

Dir tpf Lbs/tube

20 14400 SK75 R/L 6.5 27.53
20 14400 SK75 L/L 6.5 27.53

No tubes Footage Type/Size DENIER Twist 
Dir tpf

7 14400
SLIVER 52 grain

30000 R/L 0

7 14400
0

30000 L/L 0

1 run 2000 ft 1 boobin from each tube

2400/10 + 1600/1

2400/10 + 1600/1

2400/10 + 1600/1

2400/10 + 1600/1

Figure 8: Setup sheet comments section for all departments—future state.
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Figure 10: Revised plant layout.

warehouse on the west side. This modification moves
the raw materials closer to the production machines.

(2) The twisting cell was moved closer to the warehouse
and stranding cell. In the current plant layout, the
basket of twisted yarn is delivered to the stranding cell
by the forklift. In the revised layout, the twisting cell is
closer to the stranding cell, and the stranding operator
can take twisted yarn directly from the basket in the
twisting area.

(3) The oven was moved to a location closer to the
braiding and splicing cells for better process flow.
The new location for the oven is close enough to the
splicing machine that a forklift is used only to lift and
move material without travelling any distance.

In each process, it takes approximately two minutes for
the forklift or hoist to balance and secure material before
moving. This time is fixed and will not be changed in the
revised layout calculation. The travelling time varies by the
travelling length of the forklift. Revised travelling time is
calculated by the proportion of distance travelled in the
current plant layout compared to the revised plant layout.The
numerical data is shown in Tables 3 and 4.

After the revisions were made to the plant layout, the
current value streammap (Figure 1) is recalculated.The value
stream map data of future state are shown in Tables 5 and 6.

3. Performance Comparison

The future state shows some changes after Lean implementa-
tion, and a performance comparison is shown in Table 7.

For the information flow, the processing time and waiting
time are reduced by an estimated 68% and 88%, respectively.
For production processes, the material handling time is
reduced by 33% due to revision of the plant layout. The
total cycle time from receiving customer order to shipping
is reduced from 36 days to 9 days. This is a reduction of 75%
total time from the moment the customer places an order to
the time it is shipped. Production lead time is the same.

4. Conclusion

Throughout this case study, Lean concepts have been imple-
mented to the rope manufacturing process. The goal of these
changes was to decrease the overall time required for the
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Table 3: Transfer time—current plant layout.

Activity Fixed time (minutes) Traveling time (minutes)
Forklift: delivering material from warehouse to twister 2 2
Forklift: delivering yarn to strander 2 1
Hoist: moving bobbin of yarn from strander to braider 2 0
Forklift: moving finished rope to oven 2 1.5
Forklift: moving finished rope to oven to splicing area 2 1
Forklift: moving finished rope from splicing area to shipping area 2 2.5

Table 4: Transfer time—revised plant layout.

Activity Fixed time (minutes) Traveling time (minutes)
Forklift: delivering material from warehouse to twister 2 1
Operator of strander uses yarn directly from the basket in that area 0 0
Hoist: moving bobbin of yarn from strander to braider 2 0
Forklift: moving finished rope to oven to splicing area 2 0
Forklift: moving finished rope from splicing area to shipping area 2 2.5

Table 5: Value stream map future state receiving order—putting work in process.

Activities Processing time (minutes) Waiting time (days)
Customer service 30 0
Large rope supervisor 0 1
Purchasing list weekly 45 0
Schedule daily FIFO 15 0
Work assignment daily 5 0
Total 95 1

Table 6: Value stream map future state production processes.

Department Processing
time (hours)

Waiting time and
non-value-added
time (hours)

Material handling
time (minutes)

Warehouse 0 168 3
Twisting 19.6 26.81 0
Stranding 5.54 26.12 2
Braiding 6.25 2.02 2
Oven 36 0.25 2
Splicing and packaging 1.25 0.83 4.5
Shipping 48 0
Total value-added time 69 hours
Material handling time 13.5 minutes
Production lead time 8 days
Receiving order/shipping 9 days

company to get the customer’s order. Lean concepts were
first applied to the information flow system. By changing
the setup sheets for all departments, the processing time will
be reduced by an estimated 68%. Reducing the processing
time will also have a dramatic effect on the waiting time for
each order. Alongwith the setup sheet changes, implementing
other Lean concepts such as the way daily work instructions
are relayed to employees will also have dramatic effects on

the total waiting time for each order received. With the new
setup sheets, as well as having a safety stock ready for orders,
the total waiting time of the process will be reduced by a
staggering 88%.

The material flow of the manufacturing process was
considered in this case study. The case study shows that
the floor layout can help to make the entire process more
efficient. By changing the manufacturing floor setup to make
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Table 7: Value stream map data—performance comparison.

Current state Future state Percentage reduced
Receiving order
Processing time 300 minutes 95 minutes 68%
Waiting time 28 days 1 day 88%
Production processes
Total value-added time 69 hours 69 hours 0%
Material handling time 20 minutes 13.5 minutes 33%
Production lead time 8 days 8 days 0%
Receiving order: shipping 36 9 75%

the material flow more well-organized, 6.5 minutes can be
saved in material handling for each order. This is a total
savings of 33% formaterial handling time.This case study also
shows that having a safety stock of material will also reduce
the waiting time for the process by estimated 88%.

As previously stated, Lean manufacturing must account
for all aspects of the production process in order to have a
positive impact on themanufacturing process.This case study
applied Lean changes to the information flow system, as well
as the material flow system, to reduce the total time required
from the time an order is received to the time the rope is
shipped to the customer. Implementing changes in both the
information flow system and the material flow system will
save an estimated 75% for themanufacturing time of the rope.
In other words, the suggested changes will reduce the time it
takes tomanufacture the rope and ship the order from36 days
to 9 total days.
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